ABSTRACT
Global competition places more challenges not only for nations but also regions to attract potential resources. Marketing approaches have been pursued by the government and the local authority to communicate their places. The aim of this study is to analyze the implementation of territorial marketing and collective branding to support regional development. Region or territory has its own identity and uniqueness that can be used as a tool to differentiate from the competitors (other regions). More specifically, this study explores the process of building collective branding in Batik clusters located in Banyuripan, Bayat, Klaten Central Java Indonesia. Case study analysis and focus group discussions were conducted to gather and analyze the data. Four batik clusters were chosen as case study. The main objectives for this case study analysis are: 1) Finding the standard quality batik production. 2) Producing standard operation procedures to support collective branding. 3) Socialization of territorial marketing and implementation of collective branding. 4) Collective branding registration for Batik Banyuripan.
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it self. The popularity may because of the unique landscape, culture, history, tourism infrastructure and the local products. The GIs idea relates more on the local knowledge, innovation and resources that has evolved in a long period. This phenomenon makes it important to investigate the relation between the image strength of the location and the local products produced. Due to the majority of the local producers are local farmers or local small medium enterprises, thus they need to be protected by the government. Creating GIs system is to ensure that the local original producers are protected and may compete well with their distinct brand name in the global market.

Rural regions are competing with their neighboring regions and other regions. Places are competing for “scarce resources”. Scarc resources include tourists, companies and talented people, investors, event, etc. The success of place branding requires local competences, availability of distinctive assets and resources. In rural areas, agricultural and food products often form a distinctive assets. This local distinctive assets can also built from the local talents and local culture to make arts and crafts. To communicate and protect the local products, the local authorities are now taking marketing approach to improve the performance of the local industry. The aim of this applied research is to explore how the practice of territorial marketing and collective branding may support regional development. Specifically, this study will analyse the case of collective branding practice effort in Batik clusters in Banyuripan, Klaten Central Java Indonesia.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Territorial marketing according to Gollain (2013) in Amajid, et al., (2016) is public management area which considers the efforts to build the territory to become more competitive than the other territories, including promoting territory’s offering to target market. Success from territorial marketing is expected to attract more talented people to stay and visitors to come thus increasing the territory’s income and quality of life. Territorial marketing is defined as a tool to manage a territory by developing its resources through promoting its services, goods and activities of people and business operating there (Amajid, et al., 2016). In the field of place management, there are resources, called as ‘scarce resources’ which are competed by all places. Scarc resources include tourists, skilled or talented people, students, investors, events, firms, etc, which have the potential to generate the wealth of the territory. All efforts are often focused to call these scarce resources to come to the area since these scarce resources when managed well can be a potential booster for economic development. Hatem (2007) in Amajid, et al., (2013) divided the target of territory marketing into three categories. 1) investors, to attract funds to establish commercial relations nationally and internationally, 2) tourists for offering income and new experiences, 3) citizens in order to strengthen identity, quality of life and sense of belonging. The challenge of territory marketing is to create positive image that the place is attractive to live and to invest. Overall, the main objective of territorial marketing is the wellness and prosperity of the people in the territory.

The concept of country-of-origin (COO) has long been in the discussions in the marketing literature. Here the product is connected with the country’s reputation. Globalization of the market makes particularly developed countries win the effect of COO. COO which recently also known as Place-of-origin (POO) is an effective marketing strategy in combining the strength of country reputation to any products made by the related country. Some countries are very successful with the COO concept for example Japan with its car and electronic industry, The US with its car, computer and film industries, Italy with its car, shoes, bags, and Korea with its mobile phone, car and cosmetics. The correlation between place and its product has become the strength in marketing and place development strategy.

Until now, studies on nation branding / marketing, place branding / marketing, city branding / marketing have largely treated in the literature within multidiscipline backgrounds such as marketing, urban planning, public diplomacy and economic development (Anholt 2002; Anholt 2006; Dinnie 2008; Kavaratzis & Ashworth 2005, Braun, & Zenker, 2010). All these studies emphasize that places are competing for resources in order to prosper people
who live in the area. Place can use the marketing approach compete and win the market. All nations are developing brand and conducting marketing strategy to communicate their identity and promote their offerings. Regional authorities are also building their local brands to win the scarce resources. With the advanced of information technology, the effect of place branding and marketing are more effective since technology helps the places to reach their targeted market faster.

However, place branding study for regions has been rather neglected (Florek, 2013). Only a few studies have investigated the regional product or regional branding in relation to place branding or place image (Elliot & Papadopoulos, 2016) and regional branding to local cooperation and sustainable development (Florek, 2013). Few studies on regional branding are studies by Garcia, et al. (2013) and Pasquinelli (2010), which observed the capacity of regional branding to support local development. the major conclusion of that studies are the importance of well coordination and cooperation of different local stakeholder groups on regional branding efforts.

Food has been so far the most advanced product introduced with the regional/territorial branding. For example, the European Union has developed a common legal framework for official signs to agricultural and food product quality related to their origin. This legal framework known as Geographical Indications (GI) which consists of three types namely protected designation of origin (PDO), protected geographical indication (PGI) and traditional specialty guaranteed (TSG). The World Trade Organisation (WTO) so far has acknowledged GIs as intellectual property rights and having the same basis as those of other commercial brands (Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, TRIPs Agreements 1994). Some agricultural products from USA and EU that have gain popularity in implementing GIs are Florida oranges, Idaho potatoes, Washington apple, Scotch Whisky (UK), Asiago cheese (Italy) and Bordeaux wine (France).

When branding regional food, commonly the branding efforts are connected with the local culture and heritage. How the food is locally produced, how the food is locally consumed as part of the tradition, and how the food is supporting the local’s economy are all effect the formation of regional branding. Regional food branding is a complex process since it has some multidimensional aspects that provide identity for the food. Lorenzini et al., (2011) stated that territorial brands consider emotional and iconic brands, and should be able to convey an authenticity, quality and typicality of the product, represents the contexts of the rural traditions and having strong commitment from the locals to materially and immaterially treating the brand. This means that despite the distinct features of the local product, the locals are also actively engaged with the products.

Porter (2003) argues that even though economic development is usually measured per country basis, however, it is common that some regions in the country may have better reputation than the country it self while also the economic performance of the regions are different. A region could be very prosperous due to the geographical locations and the talented locals. Regions with rich cultural heritage and local talents may leads due to the active participation of the locals. Regional branding can be given for non food products such as arts and crafts (painting, dance, pottery, batik, etc). The abilities of rural people combined with the local natural resources may create distinctive local products. Branding local product can be in the forms of individual or group. However, individual branding tends to be organized by a more established firms, while SMEs usually do not consider branding their products. While the benefit of branding and giving legal entities is very important for future global competition, collective branding is one alternative to support the local SMEs to improve their competitiveness.

Brand is a name, term, design, or symbol of a company or organization or producers to differentiate or give identity to their products or offering from others (Fishman, et al., 2018). Brand has many benefits to either the producers and the consumers. The benefits for producers cover giving the identity and protections. For customers, brand communicate the quality, distinctiveness, reduce risks and social status. For the producers, when competing in the wider market place, brand provide legal protection from activities such as irresponsible illegal use or property right (Suryo, 2010). Collective branding is sharing a brand by a group
of producers. Collective branding is a name for certain products / services which is traded by
group or individual. This collective branding has been practiced by some countries who has
applied Geographical Indications (GIs) system such as for wines (Bordeaux, champagne),
cheese (Camembert, Parmesan, Feta) and coffee (Colombian, Ethiopian). These brand
names have been protected with geographical indication (PGI) status meanings that others
are restricted the use of the geographical identification unless the product are made from the
area. In order to create distinctiveness of the local business, using the concept of GIs, the
protection of local skills can be embedded with the geographical name. The GIs concept
allow rural resources with geographical name to be developed by the region using marketing
strategies emphasized on distinctive identity (Horlings & Marsden, 2014).

Regional products commonly have a long history and may have a strong emotional
value related to the original location where it produced. The need for producers to distinguish
their local products through non-price factors such as place of origin, product quality and
image has becoming more critical due to intense competition and the business opportunity
for the market who appreciate the value of authenticity. For local producers (SMEs) their
limitation to build individual brand can be overcome by collective branding. The sharing name
by groups of producers may assist 1) providing legal protection, 2) providing clear identity, 3)
sharing knowledge and talent, and 4) maintaining quality standards. When the geographical
name is used for collective branding, this strategy will strengthen the identity and becoming
more difficult to copy by competitors.

**METHODS OF RESEARCH**

The case study was chosen as a research strategy. The case study focused on
collective branding effort by Batik cluster located in Banyuripan, Klaten, Central Java
Indonesia. These batik clusters have specialty in their hand made batik production with
natural color. In order to achieve the objective of the study, field studies were conducted to
four batik clusters in the targeted areas. Some interviews to local authorities were also
completed to understand how local authorities managed their marketing strategy. Java is the
island where batik has well developed until recently. Around Banyuripan area, there are four
active batik clusters where each cluster is supported by 25-45 women entrepreneurs as
members. Four batik clusters were visited twice in order to: 1) see in detail how batik is
made, starting from how raw materials are bought, designing, waxing, soaking, airing,
administrative, quality control, ordering, marketing, financing and training. 2) Socialization
and training to introduce and ensure for the standard quality in production. 3) Arrange
standard operating procedure for quality control. 4) preparation and management of the
clusters for collective branding registration and implementation.

The member of batik clusters in Banyuripan are all family small businesses. Some of
the women entrepreneurs are quite advanced in managing the business where they already
have their own show room in their house. However, they don’t individually name their
production since they are belonging to the clusters. They are allowed to sell their batik
production individually and directly to the market, but somehow the order is higher from the
group clusters. The clusters regularly have a meeting once a month to discuss some issues
or managing routine orders. The name of the group of batik cluster “Batik Banyuripan” has
been accepted by all members in the cluster. However, they do not aware of the importance
of legalizing the brand name. Due to the situation where the name “Banyuripan” is shared or
used as collective brand, thus the alternative strategy is registering the brand “Banyuripan” to
the government via the ministry of law and human rights. It is important that all members of
the cluster understand whether the name “Banyuripan” is going to be registered. Once
registered as a collective brand, all members must have the commitment to maintain the
level of quality as agreed by all of the members.

In complement with field survey, focus group discussions (FGD) were also taken to
gather more information from the member of the batik clusters and from the local authority
invited to the meeting. The topic for the first FGD was a discussion on challenges and
problems in batik natural color productions. Other than sharing information from FGD,
researcher and the team are also gathered information relating to required quality standard for batik natural color production. This information is further prepared for arranging the standard operating procedures (SOP) to be distributed among the cluster members as guidance for quality control.

The second focus group discussions was conducted with the emphasized on the following topics:

- Good governance. Even though the clusters combined is considered as small medium enterprise, however, quite often that the group received huge amount of orders, where all members received responsibility to handle the project together. This means that there should improvement on the organization management, particularly the definition of job responsibility. The group must arrange clear job division so job responsibility is clear and the work load is distributed evenly;

- Financial report. A well managed financial report is important for the investors to value the prospect of a business. Similarly, if this cluster wants to expand and needing investment, financial report must be clearly provided. Financial report is also important as the form of organisational responsibility to its members;

- Intellectual property and collective branding. The members of Banyuripan batik cluster are majority house hold women with education as high as high school graduate. Only few of them with university degree. In the rural areas, collective living is very strong and many way of lifes are shared together. Intellectual property right is a kind of knowledge they do not have many information on it since they have not found the urgency for their business at this current state. In the future, everyone must appreciate their talents, their works and their productions, as part of the competition to stay in the business. Knowledge of intellectual property right will protect someone’s creations and teach people to respect on someone’s creations;

- Collective branding. The knowledge on collective branding is very urgent since the clusters’ logo is yet being registered to the authority. The similar name and logo could be used and registered by others and thus no more chance to use the same name and logo for this group of cluster. The current name of the clusters is “Banyuripan” batik. This name is originally come from the geographical name “Banyuripan” region, where this group of cluster is geographically located. Branding product by attaching the geographical name has been acknowledged in the GIs system and can be a good identity for branding collective producers. Batik producers can use the GIs approach in naming the brand since it provides identity while also Batik entrepreneurs will take a lot of benefits from joining the collective branding. As a small family business, there is a small potential that the batik women entrepreneurs will set up individual brand. Collective branding is one of solution to protect their products.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Batik as a Javanese word ‘amba’ means ‘to write’. Indonesian’s batik has a long history and Indonesia is the biggest country that maintain the design and technique to make Batik. Batik is particularly very popular in Java and there are three kinds of batik techniques, which are 1) hand-written batik, 2) hand-stamped batik, and 3) combination of hand written and stamped batik. Indonesian batik has been part of Indonesian culture since the 4th or 5th century. Batik as local cultures have been practiced long before the foreign influence entering Indonesia. For the Javanese, the design of batik has many symbols representing the human life cycle from the birth stage, marriage life and the death. The motifs and designs have been majority influenced by the nature such as the animals, leaves, flowers, clouds, etc. Until recently, Indonesian’s batik is produced by different size of businesses, whether Individual SMEs, firms and/or group of clusters.

Culture can be a strategic factor that supports the economic development, social capital and the quality of life (Simeon & Martone, 2014). As a cultural product, the work on Batik is sought for its authenticity which is made through combinations of social distinctiveness and cultural characteristics (Park, et al., 2016). Batik consumers appreciate
the authenticity and would be willing to pay premium for valuing the authenticity. Authenticity can be valued in terms of the motifs and designs, the detail complexity, the production methods and the place of origin (Beverland & Farrelly, 2010). Spreading in vast geographical locations, Indonesian batik has varieties of designs and dye techniques. Despite the varieties of batik production across Indonesia, the center of batik production remain strongly from Java particularly centering around Central java (Surakarta, Yogyakarta, Pekalongan), West Java (Cirebon), and east Java (Tuban, Lasem and Madura). There are currently 3,400 batik designs have been developed in Surakarta Central Java and until 2008 there has been 900 batik designs patented from Batik Surakarta (Kemendag, 2012). The growth of batik industry as well as the pride with batik arts have been increasing sharply after the announcement from the UNESCO, in the 2nd of October 2009, where Indonesian Batik was designated as a Masterpiece of Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity. Since then, the 2nd of October is celebrated by Indonesian as national Batik day.

After listed as cultural heritage by UNESCO in 2009, the market attractiveness and popularity of Indonesian batik is increasing sharply. As a cultural product, the market appreciate authenticity and consumers are willing to pay premium price (Mouldard, et al. 2015). However, there is a consequence due to the popularity of batik in the market where “Batik printing” since then flooding Indonesia’s textile market. Batik printing is a kind of textile with batik motifs printed on it. Indonesian does not consider batik printing as Indonesian’s batik, it is only a common textile product. Majority of batik printing comes from China and Malaysia (Sardjono, et., al., 2015). Even though Indonesia’s batik export increased, import batik also increased from USD 28 million in 2014 to USD 34 million in 2015 (Budiman, 2016). Due to the ease in production using the machinery technology, the price of batik printing is far cheaper than the local manual handmade batik. The number of batik printing competing in Indonesian batik market certainly worries local batik producers since Indonesians’ consumers are not quite aware of batik printing and batik handmade while also consumers enjoy cheap batik. Only those who have concern in the value of traditional batik will appreciate the hand made batik. After all, this imported Batik is certainly destructive to the competitive capability of the local Batik. Government need to take action to protect the local Batik.

While the designs can be easily copied, the hand drawn and stamp Batik are still valued due to its uniqueness and authenticity of the making. To protect the traditional batik, one of the solutions is by giving them legal protection. Batik design and the motifs are rich with intellectual properties. Branding the local batik should be managed to protect from the imported Batik. The benefits of branding or giving trademark for local batik covers: 1) Providing identity to distinguish between local batik and imported Batik. 2) providing distinguished mark which represent the quality of the product. 3) Helping the promotion of local Batik. 4) providing legal protection. In order to receive collective branding or trademark, the producers should register their brand to the Directorate General of Intellectual Property Rights of Indonesia (DGIPR Indonesia). In the case of SMEs where branding is uncommon and too expensive to cover the cost, the solution is by organizing collective brand. The collective brand can be used by the members of the group when doing their trading activities. In becoming the member of collective brand, all members must agree the terms and conditions for committing the quality standard.

The Modern batik has taken place since the influence of Islam and western countries. The modern designs have less traditional guidelines and have more freedom in expressing motifs and colors. More chemical coloring instead of traditional (natural) coloring is currently used and environment consequences become the further issue. As the coloring technology improving, batik is drawn in more varieties of medium, such as in wood, glasses, metal, etc. Batik designs and motifs are also creatively expanding to be produced for mobile phone wallet, laptop covers, helmet, wooden statues, house hold clothes, t-shirts, stationary items, accessories, etc. The authenticity of modern batik products similarly needed to be protected. Once the design or the idea is launched to the market, it will soon face industry competition particularly copying issues. In the creative industry which rich with intellectual property
issues, producers and artisans should understand how to protect their talents and their products to sustain competitive.

In the context of rural SMEs such as women batik entrepreneurs in Banyuripan, Bayat, Klaten, many are unaware from the importance of protecting their products and creativities. If the government were not taken care, they will hardly survive. The introduction and registration for collective brand is considered urgent since the business has increasing orders from national and international clients. If they were not protected, their local name (Banyuripan as geographical name) could be registered by others and the group will miss the chance of using their local geographical name as their local identity. Registering the brand name is not the domain of individual SMEs since it is considerably expensive and time consuming. It is therefore more cost effective when collective branding is agreed and managed by the group.

Our research team in the second FGD has gathered the information about the acceptance of participating to the collective branding. There has been some positive response by the cluster members since they have some experience on having their designs spread quickly by others before they have the chance to introduce their own motif design to the market. The brand provides identity and creates positive image in the eyes of consumers (Fathanudien, 2016). Collective branding not only protect their brand name “Banyuripan” but further may be extended into registering all motif designs that need to be protected. When joining with the collective brand, there are certainly some rules that all member should comply with the term and conditions agreed. The terms and conditions for collective brand commonly cover: product characteristic; general features; monitoring procedures; quality standard; sanction or penalty.

Once the terms and conditions have been arranged and agreed by all the members, the group or organization may apply to the ministry of law and human right. With the case of “Banyuripan” name as a collective brand name, in doing registration, some members as representative could sign the document. Once approved, the organization is no longer run by a person but by all member listed in the collective brand document. Some benefits from registering collective brand cover: 1) the costs (price) is shared together (not by individual), 2) the difficulties in running the business are shared, 3) the skills and knowledge are shared, 4) the market and projects are shared and distributed together, 5) the production processes can be shared, 6) the marketing effort can be shared, and 7) instead of competing, the members support each other.

The success of collective brand depends on the commitment of the member. The mutual cooperation or in Javanese term called ‘gotong royong’ should be encouraged among members. The strong cultural characteristic combined with geographical reputation will give identity and uniqueness in distinguishing ‘Banyuripan natural color Batik’ from competitors. All members in collective brand may use the brand name and logo for their business operation. After in depth discussions with representative members of batik Banyuripan clusters, a logo was designed and the meaning was given to the logo. Together with the brand name “Banyuripan”, the logo also registered to the ministry of law and human right. The batik Banyuripan logo is described in figure 1, where the green color represents the symbol for commitment of using natural color. The picture “canting” which is a specific spoon to place the wax when drawing batik represents the nature of hand made traditional batik techniques used. Bayuripan collective brand has been registered to the office of local ministry of law and human right in March 2019. Once registered, “Banyuripan” as a collective brand name and the logo are now legally protected by the Indonesian government and will be valid for 10 years. The name and logo should be re-registered after 10 years have passed.
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Figure 1 – Banyuripan Brand Logo
Traditional Batik can be made in three techniques: Hand written Batik, hand stamped and combination of the two. Wax is used to draw batik using special tool called “Canting”. Invented by the Javanese, canting is a small copper container as drawn in Banyuripan logo. The tip of canting has different sizes of spouts. Different size is used to create varied design effects. The wax is heated on the small stove, and the liquid wax is placed in canting then is used to draw batik motifs. After waxing the motifs, there are several steps to be followed which are waxing and dewaxing (removing the wax). This waxing step can be done several times depending on the expected color and detail motifs to the fabric. The traditional motifs are still produced and easily found in the market with softer colors. The modern batik commonly used chemical with brighter colors and more varieties of motifs and designs.

The making of hand drawn Batik can take several days, weeks and even months particularly for a fine quality hand-drawn batik. No wonder hand drawn Batik is very expensive due to the difficulties and time-consuming efforts in making it. With the growing demand of Batik, the stamped Batik was introduced. The stamped Batik is particularly to make Batik more affordable for lower income people as well as more speed in the making. Since batik demand is quite high, another technique was introduced called hand stamped batik. This technique is similarly using melted wax, but instead of written into the fabrics, the wax is applied into the cooper stamp. The stamped batik was introduced in the 19th century. The stamped technique allows the production of high-quality Batik with shorter time. The stamped technique takes 2 to 3 days to complete. This stamped technique is done by both women and men, and it is easier than the hand written batik which usually done by women. Stamped batik is cheaper than hand written batik. However, the combination oh hand written and hand stamped batik is also common techniques and many combination products are found in the market. The price of course is more expensive than the pure stamped batik.

Globalisation makes all countries, government and individu reachable and competition is at all levels. The early marketing literature has identified on the role of Country-of-origin / COO in increasing the competitiveness of products from related country of origin. However, there are different growth and performance among regions in the country. Some regions may be better developed than other and may be more popular than the country where it resides. Such as Bali for Indonesia, many overseas tourists know Bali as famous destination better than Indonesia. This condition make sense when the reputation of a region/territory can be a powerful marketing tool to increase the market of the regional product. As previously discussed, territorial marketing is the action to manage territory's resources through marketing local goods and services operating in the territory. In order to be able to be marketed and receive positive market response, local products should be branded. Product brand will be useful to support the region marketing strategy. If a territory have rich of local industries, these industries can be a big asset to promote territory. When local industries has registered brand, the regional marketing team will be easier in communicating the identity as well as the distinctiveness of the local products.

When planning and conducting territorial marketing, policy makers should do prior analysis about the history of the place, the daily life of the people, the characteristics of the citizens, the natural resources (raw material) as well as the local culture that determine the uniqueness of the area. Among "territorial marketing, collective branding, culture and local daily life", they should be well managed in order to create strong identity to the local. With the better economic condition, people around the world have better income and this impact on more people travelling. When travelling, people usually enjoy the place which offer uniqueness they cannot find in their home countries. Even that travellers would be happy to pay high for something that unique and having good quality. Originality and authenticity become important value seek by more people regardles the higher costs that traveller should pay. Creating uniqueness and originality are now important strategies to marketing territory. The internet helps people to do in deepth search for products or destinations they wish to visit. To market territory and support collective barnding, online and offline approach should be endorsed and the market dynamic should be anticipated regularly. Overall, the success of local branding and territorial marketing is closely related. Government or travel agents should
build marketing strategy for the territory, where the local products and local brand are clearly promoted and communicated.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Global competition placed more challenges to any organization whether profit or non profit to sustain. Not only business entities that needs to apply marketing approach, but also governmental bodies at national or regional level face competition to make their place prosperous and attractive to the stakeholders. Regional development can be achieved when the region has significant resources to support the growth of the area. These resources known as scarce resources are competed among regions. These resources cover investment, investors, events, tourists, skilled and talented people, students, etc. In managing and attracting scarce resources to come, regional government needs to market and promote its place. One of the challenges in managing resources is protecting the resource with brand and engaging in specific marketing strategy. Region or territory has its own identity and uniqueness that can be used as a tool to differentiate from the competitors (other regions). The challenges in creating this differentiation effect are by understanding the strength of the local products. When branding local products, the combination of the uniqueness of the products and the geographical name can be an effective regional marketing strategy. The aim of this research is analyzing how the practice of territorial marketing and collective branding may support regional development. Due to the limitation of local producers to set up individual brand, the alternative strategy is by assisting them to build collective branding. This study explore and analyse the process of building collective branding in Batik clusters in Banyuripan, Bayat, Klaten Central Java Indonesia.

Batik Banyuripan is a Batik cluster focusing the production with hand written batik using natural color. The member of this cluster is women Batik entrepreneurs. The uniqueness of Banyuripan batik is the specific garden design and the natural coloring which has minimum pollution impact to the environment. In order to success in the regional branding and territorial marketing, the local products should be supported. Using the Geographical Indication approach, this batik clusters registered their Banyuripan name and logo as collective branding. This batik cluster brand and the local products could be one of the assets for the regional branding in Klaten region. In order to support the sustainability of production and the quality standard, the members of Bayuripan collective brand have to agree with the terms and conditions. Training and monitoring are given to ensure that the output will always within the quality standard required.
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